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Title

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

Alternate title

bcs_80_fmt

File Name

UKDA-SN-3723-3

Case Quantity

14870

Variable Count

84

closer:sourceFileName
bcs_80_fmt

BCSID - research case identifier
Type

Text

qi_intro_i

Central Survey Number

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-bcsid

SEX10 - PI -Child's sex
Code

Type
closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-sex10

Valid
Missing

1
2
3

Valid
14870

Male
Female
Not Known
Invalid
0

Minimum
1

Frequency
7,709
7,161

Maximum
2

Mean
1.48

TESTS10 - Maths test, Reading test, BAS test completed
Type

Code

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-tests10

Valid

Valid
14870

0
1

Frequency
3,185
11,685

No
Yes
Invalid
0

Minimum
0

Maximum
1

Mean
0.79
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I2503 - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-DD
Type

Code

qi_intro_iv

Date of Assessment

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2503

Missing

-6
-3

Valid
10649

Frequency
34
1,036

No questionnaire
Not Stated
Invalid
4221

Minimum
1

Maximum
31

Mean
16.89

I2503M - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-MM
Type

Code

qi_intro_iv

Date of Assessment

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2503_m

Missing

-6
-3

Valid
10803

Frequency
34
882

No questionnaire
Not Stated
Invalid
4067

Minimum
1

Maximum
12

Mean
5.04

I2503Y - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-YY
Type

Code

qi_intro_iv

Date of Assessment

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2503_y

Missing

Valid
10871

-6
-3

No questionnaire
Not Stated
Invalid
3999

Minimum
80

Frequency
34
814
Maximum
81

Mean
80.03

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
Type

Code
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what is one more than three ?

qi_1
closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2504

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11585

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3285

Minimum
1

Frequency
21
11,271
221
47
25
34
22
78
Maximum
5

Mean
2.03

I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
Type

Code

qi_2

What is the MISSING number ? 5 + ? = 8

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2505

Valid

Missing

Valid
11558

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3312

Minimum
1

Frequency
10,803
428
145
51
131
34
6
121
Maximum
5

Mean
1.12

I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
Type

Code

qi_3

How many STARS altogether ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2506
Frequency
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Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11601
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3269

Minimum
1

18
12
11,472
90
9
34
11
73
Maximum
5

Mean
3.01

I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
Type

Code

qi_4

Add 349 + 63 =

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2507

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11437

Frequency
505
174
10,297
364
97
34
6
242

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3433

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
2.95

I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
Type

Code

qi_5

Take away 5 - 5 =

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2508

Valid

1
2
3
4
5

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer

Frequency
19
22
21
11,437
102
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-6
-4
-3

Valid
11601
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No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3269

Minimum
1

34
3
81
Maximum
5

Mean
4

I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
Type

Code

qi_6

what is ONE less than FOUR ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2509

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11602

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3268

Minimum
1

Frequency
47
34
31
189
11,301
34
7
76
Maximum
5

Mean
4.95

I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
Type

Code

qi_7

Take away 3 - 2

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2510

Valid

Missing

Valid
11619

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3251

Minimum
1

Frequency
15
9
11,303
250
42
34
66
Maximum
5

Mean
3.03
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I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
Type

Code

qi_8

and another Take away 432 - 36 =

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2511

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11196

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3674

Minimum
1

Frequency
223
8,298
2,320
119
236
34
8
481
Maximum
5

Mean
2.27

I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
Type

Code

qi_9

What is the MISSING number ? 5 - 3 =

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2512

Valid

Missing

Valid
11273

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3597

Minimum
1

Frequency
505
56
9,189
92
1,431
34
13
399
Maximum
5

Mean
3.17

I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
Type

Code

qi_10

multiply 5 x 6 =
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closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2513

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11514

Frequency
186
10,934
49
286
59
34
2
169

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3356

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
2.05

I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
Type

Code

qi_11

How many burgers ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2514

Valid

Missing

Valid
11318

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Frequency
817
276
9,655
39
531
34
88
279

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3552

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
2.93

I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
Type

Code

qi_12

multiply again 138 x 7 =

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2515
Frequency
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Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10246
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4624

Minimum
1

546
616
539
1,143
7,402
34
7
1,432
Maximum
5

Mean
4.39

I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
Type

Code

qi_13

a missing figure 3 ? x 5 = 185 but what is it ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2516

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10457

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4413

Minimum
1

Frequency
2,267
695
1,055
4,859
1,581
34
9
1,219
Maximum
5

Mean
3.27

I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
Type

Code

qi_14

share 9 3

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2517

Valid

1
2
3
4
5

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer

Frequency
283
140
751
10,012
213
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-6
-4
-3

Valid
11399
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No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3471

Minimum
1

34
3
283
Maximum
5

Mean
3.85

I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
Type

Code

qi_15

I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8 a day, how many
days will they last ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2518

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11068

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3802

Minimum
1

Frequency
77
8,263
981
1,458
289
34
5
612
Maximum
5

Mean
2.42

I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
Type

Code

qi_16

Divide 80/15

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2519

Valid

Missing

Valid
9730

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5140

Minimum
1

Frequency
456
1,618
1,027
6,315
314
34
18
1,937
Maximum
5

Mean
3.45
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I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
Type

Code

qi_17

I've left out a number, haven't I ? Do you know what it is ? 256 ? = 64

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2520

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9215

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5655

Minimum
1

Frequency
3,992
476
635
2,630
1,482
34
12
2,458
Maximum
5

Mean
2.69

I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
Type

Code

qi_18

what does this sign mean -

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2521

Valid

Missing

Valid
11535

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3335

Minimum
1

Frequency
37
67
41
11,349
41
34
1
149
Maximum
5

Mean
3.98

I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
Type

Code

qi_19

All these number sentences are FIBS except one. Which is the TRUE one? (all
right, a clue ... you don't have to work them out)
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closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2522

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9404

Frequency
861
1,779
1,762
3,471
1,531
34
42
2,239

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5466

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
3.32

I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
Type

Code

qi_20

what's THIRTY~FIVE in figures ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2523

Valid

Missing

Valid
11445

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Frequency
146
11,020
131
119
29
34
1
239

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3425

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
2.03

I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
Type

Code

qi_21

The 0 in 703 means...

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2524
Frequency
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Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11422
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3448

Minimum
1

751
7,937
1,508
1,104
122
34
13
250
Maximum
5

Mean
2.29

I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
Type

Code

qi_22

how many TENS are there in this number ? 15

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2525

Valid

Missing

Valid
11518

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3352

Minimum
1

Frequency
182
202
10,959
26
149
34
5
162
Maximum
5

Mean
2.98

I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
Type

Code

qi_23

The mileometer in a car shows the distance in miles and tenths of a mile
373251 at START of journey 373383 at END of journey How far was this
journey ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2526
Frequency
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Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9543
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5327

Minimum
1

3,788
1,952
1,774
908
1,121
34
14
2,128
Maximum
5

Mean
2.33

I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
Type

Code

qi_24

45% are BOYS What percentage are GIRLS ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2527

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9450

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5420

Minimum
1

Frequency
815
5,515
309
635
2,176
34
15
2,220
Maximum
5

Mean
2.77

I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
Type

Code

qi_25

Do you know what 75% is as a fraction ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2528

Valid

1
2
3
4
5

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer

Frequency
1,529
1,626
1,048
175
5,209
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-6
-4
-3

Valid
9587
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No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5283

Minimum
1

34
4
2,094
Maximum
5

Mean
3.62

I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
Type

Code

qi_26

SMALLEST NUMBER ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2529

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11016

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3854

Minimum
1

Frequency
301
598
5,393
4,388
336
34
5
664
Maximum
5

Mean
3.35

I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
Type

Code

qi_27

2/10 =

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2530

Valid

Missing

Valid
10132

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4738

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,299
3,355
2,886
1,121
1,471
34
7
1,546
Maximum
5

Mean
2.81
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I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
Type

Code

qi_28

Please ADD 1/2 + 1/2 =

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2531

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11356

Frequency
104
308
513
9,000
1,431
34
5
324

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3514

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
4

I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
Type

Code

qi_29

What fraction is SHADED ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2532

Valid

Missing

Valid
11313

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Frequency
9,392
230
888
216
587
34
9
363

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3557

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
1.44

I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
Type

Code

qi_30

What is 1/4 of 8 ?
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closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2533

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10757

Frequency
821
448
2,001
312
7,175
34
3
925

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4113

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
4.17

I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
Type

Code

qi_31

Which fraction is LARGEST

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2534

Valid

Missing

Valid
11279

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Frequency
6,649
148
122
4,292
68
34
7
399

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3591

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
2.2

I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
Type

Code

qi_32

6/12 is the same as...

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2535
Frequency
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Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9951
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4919

Minimum
1

1,059
1,849
1,371
444
5,228
34
8
1,726
Maximum
5

Mean
3.7

I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
Type

Code

qi_33

3, 6, 18, 24 these numbers are all answers in which TIMES TABLE?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2536

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10554

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4316

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,236
243
215
8,708
152
34
224
907
Maximum
5

Mean
3.6

I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
Type

Code

qi_34

I'd like to know the next number in this sequence 55, 51, 47, ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2537

Valid

1
2
3
4
5

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer

Frequency
299
257
10,170
215
81
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-6
-4
-3

Valid
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No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3848

Minimum
1

34
10
653
Maximum
5

Mean
2.96

I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
Type

Code

qi_35

What base do we normally use?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2538

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9581

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5289

Minimum
1

Frequency
5,641
491
621
2,635
193
34
4
2,100
Maximum
5

Mean
2.09

I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
Type

Code

qi_36

ROUND OFF 3109 to the nearest hundred, please

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2539

Valid

Valid
11719

-6
-4
-3
1
2
3
4
5

No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
Invalid
3151

Minimum
-6

Frequency
34
8
1,303
970
955
4,666
1,268
2,515
Maximum
5

Mean
2.59
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I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
Type

Code

qi_37

"What's the time, please mister?"

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2540

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11431

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3439

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,305
397
99
538
9,092
34
7
247
Maximum
5

Mean
4.38

I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you
hav
Type

Code

qi_38

Your train is due at 10.52 It is now 9.05 How long do you have to wait ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2541

Valid

Missing

Valid
10622

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4248

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,615
5,160
1,479
1,098
1,270
34
3
1,060
Maximum
5

Mean
2.55

I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
Type

Code
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If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long would it take you to
reach BRADFORD EXCHANGE ?

qi_39
closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2542

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
8714

Frequency
1,283
630
2,388
2,553
1,860
34
5
2,966

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
6156

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
3.35

I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
Type

Code

qi_40

Which line is shortest ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2543

Valid

Missing

Valid
11436

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3434

Minimum
1

Frequency
67
64
657
10,599
49
34
9
240
Maximum
5

Mean
3.92

I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
Type

Code

qi_41

Estimate the HEIGHT of your CLASSROOM DOOR.

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2544
Frequency
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Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10406
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4464

Minimum
1

305
429
797
900
7,975
34
4
1,275
Maximum
5

Mean
4.52

I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
Type

Code

qi_42

please tell me please, which is a unit of AREA please!

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2545

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9569

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5301

Minimum
1

Frequency
462
1,382
1,256
5,729
740
34
7
2,109
Maximum
5

Mean
3.51

I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
Type

Code

qi_43

What's the AREA of this RECTANGLE ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2546

Valid

1
2
3
4
5

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer

Frequency
1,126
3,759
2,231
2,894
318
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-6
-4
-3

Valid
10328
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No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4542

Minimum
1

34
31
1,326
Maximum
5

Mean
2.76

I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the
bottle?
Type

Code

qi_44

What UNITS do we use to measure the CAPACITY of the bottle ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2547

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10643

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4227

Minimum
1

Frequency
375
295
8,719
751
503
34
10
1,032
Maximum
5

Mean
3.07

I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
Type

Code

qi_45

How many of these CENTICUBES would fit into this box ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2548

Valid

Missing

Valid

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid

Minimum

Frequency
5,373
177
466
871
3,997
34
11
790
Maximum

Mean
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10884

1
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5

2.81

I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
Type

Code

qi_46

UNIT OF VOLUME

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2549

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
8459

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
6411

Minimum
1

Frequency
951
1,797
1,206
3,644
861
34
6
3,220
Maximum
5

Mean
3.2

I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
Type

Code

qi_47

BUTTER costs 1 per kilogram How much is this pack ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2550

Valid

Missing

Valid
10532

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4338

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,324
5,425
3,023
246
514
34
3
1,150
Maximum
5

Mean
2.35

I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
Type

Code

qi_48

How heavy are the apples ?
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closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2551

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10877

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3993

Minimum
1

Frequency
2,091
3,040
224
953
4,569
34
12
796
Maximum
5

Mean
3.26

I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
Type

Code

qi_49

The bird bath has FROZEN How cold is it ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2552

Valid

Missing

Valid
9669

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5201

Minimum
1

Frequency
2,330
3,695
1,195
760
1,689
34
6
2,010
Maximum
5

Mean
2.56

I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a
cone
Type

Code

qi_50

You have these coins: 2 5 Which others do you need to buy a cone ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2553
Frequency
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Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
11075
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3795

Minimum
1

133
9,809
820
173
140
34
82
528
Maximum
5

Mean
2.13

I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would
you
Type

Code

qi_51

£1.00 = $2.31 If ONE POUND is worth 2.31 DOLLARS, how many DOLLARS
would you get for £3?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2554

Valid

Missing

Valid
9812

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5058

Minimum
1

Frequency
368
419
869
416
7,740
34
5
1,868
Maximum
5

Mean
4.5

I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make
38p?
Type

Code

qi_52

What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2555
Frequency
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Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10388
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4482

Minimum
1

1,296
557
4,985
2,154
1,396
34
23
1,274
Maximum
5

Mean
3.17

I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
Type

Code

qi_53

IF A = 3 B = 4 C = 5 what is A+B+C ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2556

Valid

Missing

Valid
10974

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3896

Minimum
1

Frequency
468
9,765
276
420
45
34
5
706
Maximum
5

Mean
2.07

I2557 - FMT-Amanda ate twice as many lollies as Wayne. If they ate 6
alt
Type

Code

qi_54

AMANDA ate TWICE as many lollies as WAYNE. If they ate 6 altogether, how
many did WAYNE eat?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2557
Frequency
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1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10582
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4288

Minimum
1

3,653
382
4,974
806
767
34
9
1,094
Maximum
5

Mean
2.5

I2558 - FMT-Mary is 32cm shorter than Peter. Peter is 21cm taller than
D
Type

Code

qi_55

Mary is 32cm shorter than Peter. Peter is 21cm taller than David. Which one
is true ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2558

Valid

Missing

Valid
8707

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Frequency
2,038
2,800
1,487
1,391
991
34
11
2,967

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
6163

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
2.6

I2559 - FMT-Where would this go?
Type

Code

qi_56

Where would go ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2559
Frequency
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1
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4
5
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-4
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Valid
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4605

Minimum
1

296
350
897
8,438
284
34
7
1,413
Maximum
5

Mean
3.79

I2560 - FMT-This relation is is 3 times. What is the missing number?
Type

Code

qi_57

This relation is "is 3 times". What is the missing number ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2560

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10493

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4377

Minimum
1

Frequency
631
892
331
233
8,406
34
10
1,182
Maximum
5

Mean
4.42

I2561 - FMT-Help me with the missing number please
Type

Code

qi_58

Help me with the missing number...please.

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2561

Valid

1
2
3
4
5

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer

Frequency
6,496
609
422
2,365
688
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-6
-4
-3

Valid
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No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4290

Minimum
1

34
7
1,098
Maximum
5

Mean
2.07

I2562 - FMT-The diameter of a bike wheel is 50cm. About how far will it
Type

Code

qi_59

The DIAMETER of a bike wheel is 50cm. About how far will it go in one turn ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2562

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9642

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5228

Minimum
1

Frequency
3,764
3,632
1,193
392
661
34
3
2,040
Maximum
5

Mean
2.02

I2563 - FMT-This is a...
Type

Code

qi_60

This is a ...

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2563

Valid

Missing

Valid
11118

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
3752

Minimum
1

Frequency
28
33
10,831
195
31
34
1
566
Maximum
5

Mean
3.02
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I2564 - FMT-Do you know the size of this angle?
Type

Code

qi_61

Do you know the size of this angle?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2564

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9831

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5039

Minimum
1

Frequency
514
5,814
1,184
1,301
1,018
34
8
1,846
Maximum
5

Mean
2.64

I2565 - FMT-Which angle do you think is smallest?
Type

Code

qi_62

Which angle do you think is smallest ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2565

Valid

Missing

Valid
10727

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4143

Minimum
1

Frequency
306
632
995
1,313
7,481
34
2
956
Maximum
5

Mean
4.4

I2566 - FMT-The lines on the 1km grid are roads. You have to drive
from
Type

Code
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"The lines on the 1km grid are roads. You have to drive from HQ to OUTPOST
avoiding the NO-GO AREA How far is your shortest route ?"

qi_63
closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2566

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
9290

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5580

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,202
966
4,397
1,802
923
34
6
2,389
Maximum
5

Mean
3.03

I2567 - FMT-NEWS FLASH!! A wreck is 6km East, 3km North from the
lightho
Type

Code

qi_64

NEWS FLASH!! "A wreck is 6km East, 3km North from the lighthouse. The
lifeboat is 3km East, 1km North from the lighthouse. What is the position of
the wreck from the lifeboat ?"

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2567

Valid

Missing

Valid
7328

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
7542

Minimum
1

Frequency
789
1,020
1,110
3,098
1,311
34
4
4,353
Maximum
5

Mean
3.43

I2568 - FMT-A spy receives this message: EHT DROWSSAP SI MIT. What
must
Type

Code
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A SPY RECEIVES THIS MESSAGE : WHAT MUST SHE SAY ?

qi_65
closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2568

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10648

Frequency
155
1,406
8,131
135
821
34
6
1,031

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4222

Minimum
1

Maximum
5

Mean
3.01

I2569 - FMT-Rotate this a 1/4 turn
Type

Code

qi_66

ROTATE THIS A 1/4 TURN

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2569

Valid

Missing

Valid
9409

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5461

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,849
1,317
1,169
4,397
677
34
6
2,270
Maximum
5

Mean
3.08

I2570 - FMT-How many faces has a cube?
Type

Code

qi_67

how many FACES has a cube ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2570
Frequency
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Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4048

Minimum
1

318
463
911
984
8,146
34
7
856
Maximum
5

Mean
4.5

I2571 - FMT-What would you call a line that goes straight down?
Type

Code

qi_68

What would you call a line that goes straight down ? (towards the centre of
the earth)

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2571

Valid

Missing

Valid
10096

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4774

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,418
409
2,320
652
5,297
34
6
1,583
Maximum
5

Mean
3.79

I2572 - FMT-This pie chart shows how I spent my pocket money. What
did I
Type

Code

qi_69

This PIE CHART shows how I spent my pocket money. What did I spend MOST
on ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2572
Frequency
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Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10797

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4073

Minimum
1

303
9,949
151
78
316
34
5
883
Maximum
5

Mean
2.09

I2573 - FMT-How many girls support Liverpool?
Type

Code

qi_70

How many girls support LIVERPOOL ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2573

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10614

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4256

Minimum
1

Frequency
561
196
165
874
8,818
34
19
1,052
Maximum
5

Mean
4.62

I2574 - FMT-You roll the die once. What is your chance of getting a 6?
Type

Code

qi_71

You roll the die ONCE. What is your chance of getting a 6 ?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2574

Valid

1
2
3
4
5

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer

Frequency
1,256
979
1,988
3,396
2,117
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-6
-4
-3

Valid
9736

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
5134

Minimum
1

34
6
1,943
Maximum
5

Mean
3.43

I2575 - FMT-This is a line graph of a plant's growth. On which day did
Type

Code

qi_72

This is a line graph of a plant's growth. On which day did the plant grow most
?

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2575

Valid

Missing

1
2
3
4
5
8
9
-6
-4
-3

Valid
10632

Top answer
2nd answer from top
3rd answer from top
4th answer from top
Bottom answer
More than 1 answer
No response
No questionnaire
More than 1 answer
NS/No response
Invalid
4238

Minimum
1

Frequency
1,496
2,169
520
5,747
700

34
4
1,049
Maximum
5

Mean
3.19

I2576 - FMT-CODER CODE
Code

Type
closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-i2576

Missing

Valid
11657

-7
-6

Blank
No questionnaire
Invalid
3213

Minimum
1

Frequency
28
34
Maximum
12

Mean
5.63

BD3AGE - bcs70 age 10: age of cohort member when sat assessments
(derived from i2503, i
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Type

Code

Source Variables

I2503 - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-DD
I2503M - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-MM
I2503Y - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-YY

Source Variables

I2503 - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-DD
I2503M - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-MM
I2503Y - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-YY

Source Variables

I2503 - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-DD
I2503M - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-MM
I2503Y - DATE OF ASSESSMENT-FMT-YY

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-bd3_age
Frequency
Valid
Missing
Valid
9255

-3
-1

Not stated
Not computed
Invalid
5615

Minimum
9.81

5,615
Maximum
11.61

Mean
10.16

BD3MATHS - bcs70 age 10: Friendly Maths Test score (i2504 to i2575)
Type

Code
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I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
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I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
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I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
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I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
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I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
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I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
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I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
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I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
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I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
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I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
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I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
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I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
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I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
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I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
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I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
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I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
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I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
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I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
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I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset
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I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
I2518 - FMT-I have a box of 48 icecreams in my freezer. If I only eat 8
I2519 - FMT-Divide 80 by 15
I2520 - FMT-I've left out a number haven't I?
I2521 - FMT-What does this sign mean?
I2522 - FMT-All these number sentences are FIBS except one
I2523 - FMT-What is thirty five in figures?
I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
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I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
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I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
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I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
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I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
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I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
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I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
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I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
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I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
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I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2524 - FMT-The 0 in 703 means...
I2525 - FMT-How many tens are there in this number?
I2526 - FMT-The mileometer in a car shows the distance in ...
I2527 - FMT-45% are boys. What % are girls?
I2528 - FMT-Do you know what 75% is as a fraction?
I2529 - FMT-Smallest number?
I2530 - FMT-2 over 10 =
I2531 - FMT-Please add 1/2 + 1/2
I2532 - FMT-What fraction is shaded?
I2533 - FMT-What is 1/4 of 8?
I2534 - FMT-Which fraction is largest?
I2535 - FMT-6/12 is the same as...
I2536 - FMT-These numbers are all answers in which times table?
I2537 - FMT-I'd like to know the next number in this sequence
I2538 - FMT-What base do we normally use?
I2539 - FMT-Round off 3109 to the nearest hundred please
I2540 - FMT-What's the time please mister?
I2541 - FMT-Your train is due 10.52. It is now 9.05. How long do you hav
I2542 - FMT-If you left on the 9.50 train from King's Cross, how long wo
I2543 - FMT-Which line is shortest?
I2544 - FMT-Estimate the height of your classroom door?
I2545 - FMT-Please tell me please, which is a unit of area please!
I2546 - FMT-What's the area of this rectangle?
I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
I2548 - FMT-How many of these centicubes would fit into this box?
I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?

Source Variables

CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

I2504 - FMT-What is one more than three?
I2505 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2506 - FMT-How many stars altogether?
I2507 - FMT-Add 349 and 63
I2508 - FMT-Take away 5 from 5
I2509 - FMT-What is one less than four?
I2510 - FMT-Take away 3-2
I2511 - FMT-Take away 432-36
I2512 - FMT-What is the missing number?
I2513 - FMT-Multiply 5 x 6
I2514 - FMT-How many burgers?
I2515 - FMT-Multiply again 138 x 7
I2516 - FMT-A missing figure, but what is it?
I2517 - FMT-Share 9 by 3
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I2547 - FMT-What units do we use to measure the capacity of the bottle?
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I2549 - FMT-Unit of volume
I2550 - FMT-Butter costs 1 pound per kilogram. How much is this pack?
I2551 - FMT-How heavy are the apples?
I2552 - FMT-The bird bath has frozen. How cold is it?
I2553 - FMT-You have these coins. Which others do you need to buy a cone
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
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I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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I2554 - FMT-If 1 pound is worth 2.31 dollars, how many dollars would you
I2555 - FMT-What is the least number of coins you could use to make 38p?
I2556 - FMT-If A=3, B=4 & C=5, what is A+B+C?
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CLOSER Discovery

BCS70 Friendly Maths Test (1980) Dataset

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-bd3_maths

Missing

-1

Valid
11633

Not computed
Invalid
3237

Minimum
1

Frequency
3,237
Maximum
72

Mean
43.95

FMTSCORE - Score for Friendly Maths Test
Code

Type
closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-fmtscore

Missing

-1

Valid
11633

No questionnaire
Invalid
3237

Minimum
1

Frequency
3,237
Maximum
72

Mean
43.74

FMTINCORRECT - No. answers incorrect for Friendly Maths Test
Type

Code

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-fmtincorrect
Frequency
Valid

-1

Valid
14870

No questionnaire
Invalid
0

Minimum
0

Maximum
59

Mean
16.67

FMTPC - Percentage Score for Friendly Maths Test
Type

Code

closer:id
bcs_80_fmt-va-fmtpc

Missing
Valid
11633

-1

No questionnaire
Invalid
3237

Minimum
1.3
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3,237
Maximum
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Mean
60.71
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